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This book is designed to act as a valuable resource for 
pupils studying SQA National 5 Physics. It provides a 
core text that adheres closely to the SQA specification. 
Each unit of the book matches a mandatory unit of the 
specification. Each chapter corresponds to a number of 
mandatory course key areas.

In addition to the core text, the book contains a 
variety of special features: a list of the knowledge 
and understanding covered in each chapter, worked 
examples, physics beyond the classroom, key facts and 
physics equations, and End-of-chapter questions.

Each unit ends with a set of examination-style 
questions to foster the development of the mandatory 
subject skills outlined in the course arrangements. 
The questions are designed to prepare students for 
National 5 assessment, where they will be expected 
to demonstrate their ability to solve problems, select 
relevant information, present information, process data, 
plan experimental procedure, evaluate experimental 
design, draw valid conclusions and make predictions 
and generalisations.

Preface
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Electricity and Energy

2

1 Electrical circuits

Learning outcomes

At the end of this chapter you should be able to:

 1 State that there are two types of charge – positive 

(+) and negative (−).

 2 State that:

a)  charges that have the same sign are called like 

charges

b)  charges that have the opposite sign are called 

unlike charges.

 3 State that:

a) like charges repel each other

b) unlike charges attract each other.

 4 Describe a simple model of the atom that 

includes protons, neutrons and electrons.

 5 State that in an electric field a charged object 

experiences a force.

 6 Carry out calculations involving the relationship 

between charge, current and time.

 7 State that electrons are free to move in a 

conductor.

 8 Distinguish between conductors and insulators 

and give examples of each.

 9 Describe electrical current in terms of the 

 movement of charges around a circuit.

10 State that the voltage of a supply is a measure of 

the energy given to the charges in a circuit.

11 Draw and identify circuit symbols for a cell, 
 battery, resistor, variable resistor, fuse, switch, 
lamp, ammeter and voltmeter.

12 Draw circuit diagrams to show the correct 
positions of an ammeter and voltmeter in a circuit.

13 State that V/I for a resistor remains constant for 
different currents provided the temperature of 
the resistor remains constant.

14 State that an increase in the resistance of a 
circuit leads to a decrease in the current in that 
circuit.

15 State that in a series circuit the current is the 
same at all positions.

16 State that the sum of the potential differences 
across the components connected in series is 
equal to the voltage of the supply.

17 State that the sum of the currents in parallel 
branches is equal to the current from the supply.

18 State that the potential difference across 
 components connected in parallel is the same for 
each component.

19 Carry out calculations involving the  relationship 
between potential difference, current and 
resistance.

20 Carry out calculations involving resistors 
 connected in series and parallel.

Static (stationary) electricity
Some materials, such as acetate and polythene rods, 
when rubbed with a cloth are said to become charged. 
A charged rod is able to lift small pieces of paper and 
can attract or repel another charged rod. Experimenting 
with charged rods leads to the following:

●● A charged acetate rod repels a charged acetate rod.
●● A charged acetate rod attracts a charged polythene 

rod.

●● A charged polythene rod repels a charged polythene 
rod.

From the above we can conclude that:

●● There are two types of charge. They are called 
 positive (+) and negative (−).

●● Like charges repel (charges with the same sign of 
charge repel).

●● Unlike charges attract (charges with the opposite sign 
of charge attract).

FPO
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Charge is measured in coulombs (C). The charge on a 
proton is 1.6 × 10−19 C. The charge on an electron is the 
same size as the charge on a proton.

When a rod is rubbed with a cloth, it is only the outer 
electrons of the atoms of the rod and cloth that are 
affected. With some materials, the outer electrons are 
held tightly by the nucleus while for other  materials 
the outer electrons are held loosely by the nucleus. 
This means that when a rod is rubbed with a cloth, the 
atoms of the rod ‘lose’ electrons to the cloth or the rod 
‘gains’ electrons from the atoms of the cloth – there 
is a  transfer of electrons (negative charges) from one 
 material to the other.

●● When an object gains electrons it becomes negatively 
charged.

●● When an object loses electrons it becomes positively 
charged.

An electric field
When a small positive charge is placed near a 
charged object, it is either attracted or repelled, and 
so it  experiences a force. The region surrounding 
the charged object, where another charged object 
experiences a force, is called an electric force field or 
simply an  electric field.

A charged object cannot exert a force on itself as it 
 cannot experience its own electric field.

An electric field line is the line along which a small 
 positive test charge would move if free to do so. Electric 
field lines represent the direction of the electrical force 
on a positive charge.

●● The lines of force are continuous – starting  
on a  positive charge and ending on a negative  
charge.

●● The lines never touch or cross (like contours  
on a map).

●● The closer together the lines are, the stronger the 
electric field.

●● The arrows on the lines of force always point from 
positive to negative, i.e. they show the direction 
that a positive charge would move in if it were free 
to move.

Figure 1.1 A charged rod attracts small pieces of paper

Figure 1.2 Like charges on a person – a hair-raising 
experience!

All solids, liquids and gases, are made up of atoms. 
An atom consists of a positively charged centre or 
nucleus surrounded by a ‘cloud’ of rapidly revolving 
 negative charges called electrons. The nucleus consists 
of  particles called protons (positively charged) and 
 neutrons (uncharged) – see Figure 1.3.

nucleus

proton
electron

neutron

Figure 1.3 Model of an atom
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In a uniform electric field, the lines of force are equally 
spaced and parallel to each other, showing that the force 
on a charged object is the same whatever its position in 
the field.

A battery has a positive terminal and a negative 
 terminal. When a material is connected to these 
terminals there is an electric field, inside the  material, 
between the positive and negative terminals. The 
electric field provides a force on the electrons, which 
could move from the negative terminal to the positive 
terminal. Charge could therefore be transferred 
through the material.

Electrostatic painting uses charged paint droplets to 
efficiently paint curved metal objects. The paint spray 
is exposed to a high voltage as it leaves the spray gun. 
The tiny droplets of paint lose electrons and become 
positively charged. The object to be painted is given a 
negative charge. The positively charged paint particles 
are attracted to the negatively charged object. This 
method is more efficient than normal spray painting for 
two main reasons:

●●● The paint droplets spread out more when they leave 
the gun because they are positively charged and 
they repel each other – the paint covers a wider 
area.

●●● The paint droplets are attracted to the negatively 
charged object, so less paint is wasted on the floor 
and walls of the paint shop.

Physics beyond the classroom

Charge, current and time
Consider a simple electrical circuit – a lamp connected 
to a battery – as shown in Figure 1.5.

+ –
+ –
+ –
+ –
+ –

a) Electric field due to a
    small positive charge

b) Electric field due to a
    small negative charge

c) Uniform electric field between
    parallel charged plates

+ –

Figure 1.4 Electric field diagrams

copper wire

copper wire

lamp

battery

+

––

– –

– –

––

Figure 1.5 An electric current is the movement of electrons 
from the negative terminal to the positive terminal of a source 
of electrical energy, such as a battery

The lamp lights up. This is due to electrons from the 
negative terminal of the battery moving through the 
wires and lamp to the positive terminal of the battery. 
This movement of negative charges is called an electric 
current (or current for short). A current is a movement of 
electrons. Therefore, when there is a current, (negative) 
charge is transferred.

The amount of charge transferred is given by:

charge transferred = current × time

Q = It

where Q = charge transferred, measured in coulombs (C),

I = current, measured in amperes (A),

t = time, measured in seconds (s).

From the above:

I = 
Q
t

This means that 1 ampere = 1 coulomb per second 
(1 A = 1 C s−1)
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Worked examples

Example 1
The current in a wire is 1.5 A. Calculate the charge 
 transferred through the wire in 30 seconds.

Solution

Q = It
Q = 1.5 × 30
Q = 45 C

Example 2
In a time of 5 minutes, 600 coulombs of charge pass 
through a lamp. Calculate the current in the lamp.

Solution

Q = It
600 = I × (5 × 60)

Note: t must be in seconds; 5 minutes = (5 × 60) s

I = 
600
300 

= 2.0 A

Example 3
When 1200 C of charge are transferred through a wire, the 
current in the wire is 0.5 A. Calculate the time taken for 
the charge to be transferred.

Solution

Q = It
1200 = 0.5 × t

t =
1200
0.5

= 2400 s

Conductors and insulators
Electrons can only move from the negative terminal to 
the positive terminal of a battery if there is an electrical 
path between them. Materials that allow electrons to 
move through them easily, to form an electric current, 
are known as conductors. Conductors are mainly 
metals, such as copper, gold and silver. However, 
carbon is also a good conductor.

Materials that do not allow electrons to move through 
them easily are called insulators. Glass, plastic, wood 
and air are examples of insulators.

Voltage or potential difference
A battery changes chemical energy into electrical 
energy. This electrical energy is carried by the electrons 
that move round the circuit. The electrical energy is 
converted into other forms of energy, for example heat 
and light, by components in the circuit such as a lamp. 
The amount of electrical energy the electrons have 
at any point in a circuit is called as their ‘potential’. 
As electrons move between two points in an electric 
circuit, they transfer electrical energy into other forms 
of energy. This means that the electrons have a  different 
amount of electrical energy (or potential) at the two 
points. There is a potential difference (or p.d.) between 
the points.

Figure 1.6 This church spire has a lightning conductor

During certain weather conditions, clouds can store very 
large amounts of electrical charge. The charged clouds 
can discharge to the ground – a lightning strike – 
 usually via tall buildings or trees. A lightning strike can 
cause considerable damage to a building. Because of 
this, tall buildings are fitted with lightning conductors. 
A lightning conductor consists of a thick copper strip 
connected to the ground. In the event of a lightning 
strike the charge is conducted safely to the ground.

Physics beyond the classroom
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Measuring current
An ammeter is used to measure electric current. Electric 
current is measured in amperes (A). Figure 1.8 shows 
how an ammeter is connected in an electrical circuit. 

An ammeter measures the current in a component (it 
‘counts’ the number of coulombs of charge passing a 
point each second).

Measuring voltage
A voltmeter is used to measure voltage or potential 
 difference (p.d.). Potential difference is measured 
in volts (V). Figure 1.9 shows how a voltmeter is 
 connected in an electrical circuit.

A voltmeter measures the voltage or p.d. across a 
 component (the number of joules of energy transferred 
by each coulomb of charge).

Ammeters and voltmeters can be connected to the same 
circuit using the instructions given above.

Resistance
All materials oppose current in them. This  opposition 
to the current is called resistance. Resistance is 
 measured in ohms (Ω).

For most materials resistance depends on:

●● the type of material – the better the conductor the 
lower the resistance

The voltage between the two terminals of the battery is 
a measure of the electrical energy given to the electrons 
by the battery. To be exact, the voltage of a battery is 
the electrical energy given to 1 coulomb of charge as 
it passes through the battery. For example, a 6.0 volt 
battery gives four times more electrical energy to each 
coulomb of charge passing through it compared with a 
1.5 volt battery.

This means that 1 volt = 1 joule per coulomb (1 V = 
1 J C−1).

Circuit symbols
The circuit symbols for a cell, a battery, a resistor, a 
 variable resistor, a fuse, a switch, a lamp, an ammeter 
and a voltmeter are shown in Figure 1.7.

batterycell resistor

variable resistor fuse switch

lamp ammeter voltmeter

A V

Figure 1.7 Common circuit symbols

Set up the electrical circuit
and identify the position
where the ammeter is
to be placed.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

A

Make a gap in the circuit into
which the ammeter is placed.
The positive terminal of the
ammeter should be connected
towards the positive terminal
of the battery.

The reading on the ammeter
is the current in the lamp.

Figure 1.8 Connecting an ammeter into an electrical circuit
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Figure 1.9 Connecting a voltmeter into an electrical circuit

A B

Set up the electrical circuit Identify the two points where the
voltage is to be measured. The
positive terminal of the voltmeter
should be connected towards the
positive terminal of the battery.

The reading on the voltmeter
is the voltage (p.d.) across
the lamp.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

V

●● the length of the material – the longer the material 
the higher the resistance

●● the thickness of the material – the thinner the 
 material the higher the resistance

●● the temperature of the material – the higher the 
 temperature the higher the resistance.

For a resistor the ratio:

voltage (p.d.) across resistor
current in the resistor

remains approximately constant provided the 
temperature of the resistor remains constant. This 
constant is called the resistance of the resistor. 
Therefore, the resistance of a resistor can be calculated 
provided the voltage or potential difference across the 
resistor and the current in the resistor are known. Then:

resistance = 
voltage (p.d.) across resistor

current in resistor

i.e.

R = 
V
I

This is Ohm’s law. Ohm’s law is usually written as:

voltage (p.d.) across resistor = cu rrent in resistor 
× resistance of 
resistor

V = IR

where V = voltage (or p.d.), measured in volts (V),

 I = current, measured in amperes (A),

R = resistance, measured in ohms (Ω).

The resistance of the lamp shown in Figure 1.10 
can be calculated using the voltmeter and ammeter 
readings.

resistance 
=

 
of lamp

voltage (p.d.) across lamp

current in lamp
= 

reading on voltmeter

reading on ammeter

Figure 1.10 The resistance of a resistor (in this case a 
lamp) can be calculated using the voltmeter and ammeter 
readings
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Worked examples

Example 1
Calculate the resistance of the lamp shown in Figure 1.10.

Solution

Reading on voltmeter = 1.44 V = voltage across the lamp
Reading on ammeter = 0.14 A = current in the lamp

V = IR
1.44 = 0.14 × R

R = 1.44
0.14

 = 10.3 Ω

Example 2
There is a current of 0.015 A in an LED (light emitting 
diode). The LED has a resistance of 120 Ω. Calculate the 
potential difference across the LED.

Solution

V = IR
V = 0.015 × 120
V = 1.8 V

Example 3
A kettle is connected to a 230 V supply and switched 
on. The element of the kettle has a resistance of 25 Ω. 
Calculate the current in the element.

Solution

V = IR
230 = I × 25

I = 230
25 

 = 9.2 A

A resistor whose resistance can be changed is known as a 
variable resistor. The resistance is changed by altering the 
length of the wire in the resistor – the longer the wire, the 
higher the resistance. The higher the resistance the smaller 
the current. Variable resistors are often used as volume or 
brightness controls on televisions and as dimmers on lights. 

Figure 1.11 Variable resistors

Types of circuit
Electrical components, such as lamps and resistors, can 
be connected in series, in parallel or in a mixture of series 
and parallel. A series circuit has only one electrical path 
from the negative terminal of the battery to the positive 
terminal. A parallel circuit has more than one electrical 
path (called branches) from the negative terminal of the 
battery to the positive terminal. Figure 1.13 shows three 
lamps connected in series while Figure 1.14 shows three 

At room temperature all materials have resistance. As most 
materials are cooled to lower temperatures, their resistance 
decreases. At very low temperatures of about −140 ºC the 
electrical resistance of some metals and alloys becomes 
zero. These materials are known as superconductors.

Superconductors are ideal in applications where you do 
not want electrical energy changed into heat. This is 
put to use in strong electromagnets where an intense 
magnetic field is required.

Figure 1.12 An MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) 
scanner uses a superconductor

Physics beyond the classroom
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A series circuit
A circuit is set up as shown in Figure 1.16. Ammeters 
are connected to measure the current at various posi-
tions. Voltmeters have also been connected to measure 
the voltage (p.d.) across each resistor and the battery. 
Table 1.1 shows the readings on the meters and the 
values of the resistances calculated using Ohm’s law.

Current/A Voltage/V Resistance/Ω

A1 = 0.15 V1 = 1.5 R1 = 10

A2 = 0.15 V2 = 6.0 R2 = 40

A3 = 0.15 V3 = 4.5 R3 = 30

A4 = 0.15

– Vsupply = 12 –

Table 1.1

From Table 1.1 we can conclude that:

●● The current at different positions in a series circuit is 
the same.

●● The sum of the voltages (p.d.s) across the resistors is 
equal to the supply voltage.

Figure 1.17 shows a single resistor connected to the 
same supply voltage.

This circuit must have the same combined or total 
resistance as that in Figure 1.16 since it has the same 
supply voltage and the same current. Using Ohm’s law 
on this circuit gives a value for the single resistor of 80 Ω, 
because:

R = = = 80 Ω
Vsupply

I
12

0.15

lamps connected in parallel. Figure 1.15 shows a mixed 
series and parallel circuit in which a lamp is connected in 
series with two resistors that are connected in parallel. 

Figure 1.13 A series circuit

branches

Figure 1.14 A parallel circuit

Figure 1.15 A mixed series and parallel circuit

Vs

A4 A1

A3 A2

V3 V2 V1

R3 R2 R1

12 V

Figure 1.16 Measuring the current in, and the voltage (p.d.) across, resistors 
 connected in series
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resistances. Adding resistors in series increases the total 
resistance of the circuit.

For the series circuit shown in Figure 1.18:

●● the current is the same at all positions – current does 
not split up

●● the supply voltage is equal to the sum of the  voltages 
(potential differences) across the components, 
i.e. Vsupply = V1 + V2 + V3

●● the total resistance (RT) of the circuit is found using 
RT = R1 + R2 + R3.

Note: for a series circuit the total resistance is greater than 
the value of the largest resistance connected in series.

Comparing Figures 1.16 and 1.17 we see that the 
combined or total resistance of a number of resistors 
connected in series is equal to the sum of the individual 

A A

R T

0.15 A

12 V

0.15 A

Figure 1.17 Equivalent circuit to that shown in  
Figure 1.16

Figure 1.18 Equivalent circuits provided RT = R1 + R2 + R3

R3

R2

R1

Vsupply

V3

V2
Vs

Vs

RT

is
equivalent
to

V1

I I

II

I
I

Worked examples

Example 1
Three resistors of value 100 Ω, 47 Ω, and 33 Ω are 
 connected in series. What is the total resistance of the 
resistors?

Solution

RT = R1 + R2 + R3

RT = 100 + 47 + 33

RT = 180 Ω

Example 2
A circuit is set up as shown in Figure 1.19.

Calculate the readings on the ammeters A1 and A2 and the 
potential difference across each of the resistors.

V2 Ω

A1

2.0 Ω 4.0 Ω

10.0 Ω 8.0 Ω

12 V
A2

V 4 Ω

V10 Ω V8 Ω

Figure 1.19
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Solution

total resistance of circuit, RT = R1 + R2 + R3 + R4

RT = 4 + 8 + 10 + 2

RT = 24 ΩΩ

From Ohm’s law:

circuit current = I = = 0.5 A=
Vsupply

RT

12
24

A1 = A2 = 0.5 A ( since current in series circuit is the 
same at all points)

The potential differences across each resistor are 
 calculated using Ohm’s law:

voltage (p.d.) across resistor = cu rrent in resistor × 
resistance of resistor

voltage across 4 Ω resistor = V4Ω = (IR)4Ω = 0.5 × 4 = 2.0 V

voltage across 8 Ω resistor = V8Ω = (IR)8Ω = 0.5 × 8 = 4.0 V

voltage across 10 Ω resistor = V10Ω = (IR)10Ω = 0.5 × 10 = 5.0 V

voltage across 2 Ω resistor = V2Ω = (IR)2Ω = 0.5 × 2 = 1.0 V

A parallel circuit
A circuit is set up as shown in Figure 1.20. Ammeters 
are connected to measure the current at various 
positions. Voltmeters have also been connected to 
measure the voltage (p.d.) across each resistor and the 
battery. Table 1.2 shows the readings on the meters and 
the values of the resistances calculated using Ohm’s law.

A4

A1

A3

A2

Vsupply

V2

V1

R1

12 V

R2

Figure 1.20 Measuring the current in and the voltage (p.d.) 
across resistors connected in parallel

Current/A Voltage/V Resistance/Ω

A1 = 0.2 V1 = 12 R1 = 60

A2 = 0.1 V2 = 12 R2 = 120

A3 = 0.3 –  

A4= 0.3

– Vsupply = 12 –

Table 1.2

From Table 1.2 we can conclude that:

●● the current from the supply is equal to the sum of the 
currents in the branches

●● the voltages (p.d.s) across the resistors connected in 
parallel are the same.

Figure 1.21 shows a single resistor connected to the 
same supply voltage. This circuit must have the same 
combined or total resistance as that in Figure 1.20 since 
it has the same supply voltage and the same current 
from the supply. Using Ohm’s law on this circuit gives a 
value for the single resistor of 40  Ω, because:

R = = = 40 Ω
Vsupply

I
12
0.3

RT

12 V

A A0.3 A 0.3 A

Figure 1.21 Equivalent circuit to that shown in Figure 1.20

Comparing Figures 1.20 and 1.21 we see that the 
 combined resistance of a number of resistors connected 
in parallel is smaller than any of the individual resistances.

The combined resistance of 40 Ω is obtained for these 
resistors as follows:

1 1 1 1
60

1
120

0 017 0 008 0 025

1
0

1 2R R R

R

T

T

= + = + = + =

=

. . .

..

.

025

1
0 025

40RT = = Ω
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I1 R1

I2 I2

V1

I1

is
equivalent
to

II

Vs

RT

Vs

Vs

R2

V2

I I

Figure 1.22 Equivalent circuits provided 1 1 1 1

1 2 3R R R RT

= + +

Adding resistors in parallel reduces the resistance of 
that part of the circuit.

For the parallel circuit shown in Figure 1.22 we have:

●● Current from supply = sum of currents in the 
branches, i.e. I = I1 + I2

●● The voltage (p.d.) across resistors is the same,  
i.e. V1 = V2 and in this case Vsupply = V1 = V2

●● The total resistance of the circuit is found using 
1 1 1

1 2R R RT

= +

Note: for a parallel circuit, the total resistance is less 
than the value of the smallest resistance connected in 
parallel.

Worked examples

Example 1
Three resistors of resistance 20 Ω, 60 Ω and 30 Ω are 
connected in parallel as shown in Figure 1.23. Calculate 
the resistance between X and Y.

Solution

1 1 1 1 1
20

1
60

1
30

0 050 0 017 0
1 2 3R R R RXY

= + + = + + = + +. . .0033 0 100

1 0 100

1
0 100

10

=

=

= =

.

.

.

R

R

XY

XY Ω

As a check on the answer we would expect RXY to be 
smaller than 20 Ω.

Example 2
Two resistors each of resistance 1.0 kΩ are connected in 
parallel. Calculate their total resistance.

Solution
1 1 1 1

1000
1

1000
0 001 0 001

1 2R R RT

= + = + = +. .

Note: 1 kΩ = 1 × 103 Ω = 1000 Ω

YX RTis
equivalent
to

R1 = 20 Ω

R2 = 60 Ω

R3 = 30 Ω

X Y

Figure 1.23 A parallel circuit
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1 0 002

1
0 002

500

R

R

T

T

=

= =

.

.
Ω

Note that the total resistance of two identical resistors 
connected in parallel is half that of one of the 
resistors.

Example 3
A circuit is set up as shown in Figure 1.24. Calculate 
a) the total resistance of the circuit, b) the current 
drawn from the battery, c) the p.d. across the 10 Ω 
resistor.

Solution
a) 1 1 1 1

100
1
25

0 010 0 040 0 050
1 2R R R

R

XY

XY

= + = + = + =

=

. . .

11
0 050

20
.

= Ω

Total resistance RT = 10 + RXY = 10 + 20 = 30 Ω

b) VS = IRT

12 = I × 30

I = =12
30

0 4. A

c) vo ltage (p.d.) across 10 Ω resistor = current in 10 Ω 
resistor × resistance of 10 Ω resistor

V = IR
V = 0.4 × 10
V = 4.0 V

10 Ω

I I I I I I

is
equivalent
to

is
equivalent
to

12 V 12 V 12 V

100 Ω

25 Ω 10 Ω 20 Ω

RTRXY

30 ΩYX YX

Figure 1.24 Example of a mixed series and parallel circuit

●●● There are two types of charge: positive charge and 
negative charge.

●●● Like charges repel, unlike charges attract.
●●● Charge transferred = current × time, i.e. Q = It.
●●● Charge is measured in coulombs (C), current in 

amperes (A) and time in seconds (s).
●●● The voltage of a supply is the energy given to 1 

coulomb of charge as it passes through the supply.
●●● An ammeter is connected in series with the component.
●●● A voltmeter is connected in parallel across the 

component.
●●● Voltage (p.d.) across a resistor = current in resistor × 

resistance of resistor, i.e. V = IR. This is Ohm fs law.
●●● Voltage (or p.d.) is measured in volts (V), current in 

amperes (A) and resistance in ohms (Ω).

●●● The resistance of a resistor remains constant for 
different currents provided the temperature of the 
resistor does not change.

●●● In a series circuit (see Figure 1.25):
 –  the current is the same at all points, i.e. I1 = I2 = I3
 –  the supply voltage is equal to the sum of the voltages 

(p.d.s) across components, i.e. Vsupply = V1 + V2 + V3

Key facts and physics equations: 
electrical circuits

V1

Vsupply

– +

V2 V3

I1 R1 I2 R2 I3 R3

Figure 1.25 A series circuit
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 –  the total (or combined) resistance (RT) is found 

using RT = R1 + R2 + R3
 –  the total resistance is greater than the value of the 

largest resistance connected in series.
●●● In a parallel circuit (see Figure 1.26):
 –  the circuit current from the supply is equal to the sum 

of the currents in the branches, i.e. Icircuit = I1 + I2 + I3
 –  the voltage (p.d.) across components is the same, 

i.e. Vsupply = V1 = V2 = V3

 –  the total (or combined) resistance (RT) is found 

using 
1
RT

 = 
1
R1

 + 
1
R2

 + 
1
R3

 –  the total resistance is less than the value of the 
smallest resistance connected in parallel.

V1

Vsupply

– +

I1
Icircuit

R1 I1
Icircuit

V2

I2 R2 I2

V3

I3 R2 I3

Figure 1.26 A parallel circuit

End-of-chapter questions

1 A hair-dryer is switched on for 3 minutes. The current 
in the element of the hairdryer is 5.0 amperes. 
Calculate the charge transferred by the hair-dryer 
element in this time.

2 The current in a lamp is 2.0 A. The lamp transfers 
800 C of charge. Calculate the time taken to transfer 
this charge.

3 A charge of 750 C passes through a resistor in 5 
minutes. Calculate the current in the resistor.

4 An electronic game works from a 9.0 V supply. What 
does a supply voltage of 9.0 V mean?

5 Draw the circuit symbol for:
a) a battery
b) a lamp
c) a switch
d) a resistor
e) a variable resistor
f) a fuse
g) an ammeter
h) a voltmeter.

6 Circuits are set up as shown in Figure 1.27. What 
are the readings on a) ammeters A1, A2 and A3, b) 
voltmeters V1, V2, and V3?

7 Three resistors of value 47 Ω, 100 Ω and 150 Ω are 
connected in series. Calculate the total resistance of 
these three resistors.

8 Three resistors of value 20 Ω, 20  Ω and 10 Ω are 
connected in parallel. Calculate the total resistance of 
these three resistors.

9 Four resistors are arranged as shown in Figure 1.28. 
Calculate the resistance between X and Y.

circuit 1

circuit 2

circuit 3

– +

0.05 A A1

V1

V3

V

A

6.0 V

A

A

A3

V

V

– +

– +

0.15 A

0.15 A

A2

0.05 A0.2 A 

6.0 V

3.0 V

V

A

A

6.0 V

V2

4.0 V

Figure 1.27
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x y

60 Ω

30 Ω

30 Ω

20 Ω

Figure 1.28

10 Circuits are set up as shown in Figure 1.29. Redraw 
each of the circuit diagrams to show how both 
a voltmeter is connected to measure the voltage 
across component R and an ammeter is connected to 
measure the current in component S.

11 The current in a 1.0 kΩ resistor is 0.012 A. Calculate 
the potential difference across the resistor.

12 An electric toaster is connected to the 230 V mains 
and switched on. There is a current of 4.5 A in the 
toaster element. Calculate the resistance of the 
element.

13 The motor of a toy car is connected to a 4.5 V battery. 
The motor of the car has a resistance of 18 Ω. 
Calculate the current in the motor.

14 Two resistors, of value 1.0 kΩ and 3.0 kΩ, are 
connected in series with a 9.0 V battery. What is the 
potential difference across the 3.0 kΩ resistor?

(a) (b)

R S

RS

Figure 1.29
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